Voice quality control using perceptual expressions for statistical parametric speech synthesis based on cluster adaptive training
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Abstract

This paper describes novel voice quality control of synthetic speech using cluster adaptive training (CAT). In this method, we model voice quality factors labeled with perceptual expressions such as "Gender," "Age" and "Brightness." In advance, we obtain the intensity scores of the perceptual expressions by conducting a listening test, which evaluates differences of voice qualities between synthetic speech of average voice and that of the target. Then we build perceptual expression (PE) clusters that we call PE models (PEM) under the conditions that the average voice model is used as the bias cluster and the PE intensity scores are employed as the CAT weights. In synthesis, we can generate controlled synthetic speech by the linear combination of PEMs and the existing speaker’s model. Subjective results demonstrate that the proposed method can control the voice qualities with PEMs in many cases and the target synthetic speech modified by PEMs achieves comparatively good speech quality.
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1. Introduction

One of the desired functionalities for speech synthesis is manual manipulation of voice characteristics such as emotional expression, speaking style and voice quality. In terms of voice quality control, it is necessary to create a new speaker’s voice and edit the voice quality of the existing speaker for many speech applications such as dialogue systems and broadcasting systems.

Statistical parametric speech synthesis has potential for flexible speech generation with various voice characteristics. Speech synthesis based on a hidden semi-Markov model (HSSM) [1, 2] has achieved the manual control of voice characteristics by multiple regression analysis [3, 4]. Multiple regression HMM (MRHSSM)-based speech synthesis systems [5, 6] represent a mean vector of the distribution by using the regression matrix and a weight vector. MRHSSM-based speech synthesis for voice quality control uses perceptual expressions (PEs) composed of pairs of words such as “Smoothness (Nonsmooth—Smooth)” and “Warmness (Cold—Warm)” [7]. In training, the MRHSSM is constructed using PE intensity scores, which are obtained by conducting a listening test using recorded speech data of the training speakers. In synthesis, mean vectors of the distributions are generated based on an intensity score vector determined by the user. Then, we obtain synthetic speech with arbitrary speaker individualities. However, this method is difficult to apply to the control of voice characteristics of a certain existing speaker because the training procedure does not assume such a purpose. In addition, the number of model parameters related to each PE is not optimal because the MRHSSM uses the same decision trees among the respective PE parameters.

Another type of linear combination method, namely, cluster adaptive training (CAT) has been proposed, which was originally employed for rapid speaker adaptation in speech recognition [8]. The CAT framework expresses mean vectors of distributions by a linear combination of mean vectors from multiple clusters, each of which represents a certain kind of voice characteristics. CAT for speech synthesis has succeeded in some applications such as modeling of speaker variations [9, 10], speaker and language factorization [11], speaker and emotion factorization [12] and transplant of emotions [13, 14].

This paper proposes voice quality control based on CAT. In the proposed method, instead of the absolute PE intensity scores used in the conventional MRHSSM-based method, we use relative PE intensity scores between synthetic speech of an average voice model (AVM) [15] and that of the target voice model. In training, the proposed method uses CAT under the conditions that the AVM is set to the bias cluster and the PE intensity scores are used as the weights for the clusters. Consequently, we obtain clusters that model differences between the voice quality of the PE and that of the AVM. We call them perceptual expression models (PEMs) in this paper. Using the PEMs, we can control and edit voice qualities of the existing speakers intuitively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the CAT framework in speech synthesis. The details of the proposed method are described in Section 3. Section 4 shows the results of evaluation experiments. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. Cluster adaptive training

In speech synthesis, unlike the original CAT [8], the CAT model includes several clusters with different decision trees as shown in Figure 1. The cluster 0 is defined as the bias and always weighted with 1.0. A weighted sum of all clusters makes a mean vector of the probability distribution. The acoustic feature at frame \( t \) of the given speaker \( s \), is modeled with a CAT model included in \( I + 1 \)
where, $M$ is the covariance matrix determined by the bias cluster, regression (PE). In the proposed method, the probability density function models (PEMs) as other clusters. A PEM represents the voice characteristics of various speakers using appropriate parameters.

In training, the CAT framework iteratively updates CAT weights and canonical parameters. In initialization of the model, the framework iteratively builds each cluster’s decision tree using multiple training speakers’ data and their initial CAT weights [12] based on the minimum description length (MDL) [16] and the cross-validation [17]. At that time, it updates only the parameters of a single target cluster [18]. Then, we iteratively optimize the CAT weight set $\{\lambda_1^{(m)}, \lambda_2^{(m)}, \ldots, \lambda_s^{(m)}\}$ and the canonical parameter set $M_m$ based on the maximum likelihood criterion in a complementary way [9].

In synthesis, the CAT framework selects clusters means from respective clusters based on an input context and builds a distribution for each state written above using the CAT weights for the target speaker. An acoustic parameter sequence is generated for one parameter type and those of the A VM for remaining parameter types. This evaluation is conducted for respective synthetic speech as shown in Figure 3. Type I (Figure 3 (a)) is intended to capture the total expression of the target voice, and they then evaluate a relative intensity at 11 levels for each PE expressed by a pair of words. For example, in the case of “Brightness” (Dark-Bright), “+5” means “Bright,” and “-5” means “Dark.” As the target voice, we employ two types of synthetic speech as shown in Figure 3. Type I (Figure 3 (a)) is intended to capture the total expression of the training speaker’s voice. Therefore, the target voice is generated using all the synthetic parameters of the training speaker. On the other hand, Type II (Figure 3 (b)) is aimed at obtaining the detailed PE intensities for respective synthetic parameters. The target voice is generated using parameters of the training speaker for one parameter type and those of the A VM for remaining parameter types. This evaluation is conducted for respective synthetic parameter types, i.e., SPC, F0, AP and DUR. Note that the training speakers’ models are constructed by speaker adaptation using the A VM [15] in the present work.

### 3.2. Scoring of perceptual expression intensity

To train the PEMs, we use the relative PE intensity scores between each training speaker’s voice and the average voice. In this paper, to obtain the relative scores, we use synthetic speech both of each training speaker’s voice and the average voice. Because original speech includes richer voice characteristics than synthetic speech, we thus consider that it is difficult to obtain proper PE intensity scores by comparing original speech of a training speaker and a synthetic speech of the A VM. In addition, by using synthetic speech, we are able to get detailed PE intensity scores for respective types of synthetic parameters such as spectral feature (SPC), fundamental frequency (F0), aperiodic component (AP) [20] and duration (DUR).

In scoring for relative PE intensities, we conduct subjective evaluations on our crowdsourcing system. The subjects listen to a pair of synthetic speech samples of average voice (reference) and target voice, and they then evaluate a relative intensity at 11 levels for each PE expressed by a pair of words. For example, in the case of “Brightness” (Dark-Bright), “+5” means “Bright,” and “-5” means “Dark.” As the target voice, we employ two types of synthetic speech as shown in Figure 3. Type I (Figure 3 (a)) is intended to capture the total expression of the training speaker’s voice. Therefore, the target voice is generated using all the synthetic parameters of the training speaker. On the other hand, Type II (Figure 3 (b)) is aimed at obtaining the detailed PE scores for respective synthetic parameters. The target voice is generated using parameters of the training speaker for one parameter type and those of the A VM for remaining parameter types. This evaluation is conducted for respective synthetic parameter types, i.e., SPC, F0, AP and DUR. Note that the training speakers’ models are constructed by speaker adaptation using the A VM [15] in the present work.

### 3.3. Training of perceptual expression model

In the proposed method, we employ the A VM trained in advance and only build the PEMs based on the relative PE intensity scores in Sec. 3.2. In initialization of the PEMs, we construct the MRHSMM that is similar to [6]. The regression matrix $H^{(E)}$ is calculated using the A VM, the training speakers’

![Figure 3: Stimuli for the scoring of the perceptual expression. (b) shows an example of the scoring for the spectral feature.](image)

where, $M_m^{(s)} \in \{\mu_{e_1^{(m)}}, \mu_{e_2^{(m)}}, \ldots, \mu_{e_s^{(m)}}\}$ is a parameter set of the PEMs and $M_m^{(s)} \in \{\mu_{a^{(m)}}, \Sigma_{a^{(m)}}\}$ represents that of the A VM. The weight vector for the speaker $s$ $\omega_s = [\omega_s^{(1)}, \omega_s^{(2)}, \ldots, \omega_s^{(I)}]^{\top}$ means the PE intensity scores related to the component $m$. There are three types of clusters: (1) bias clusters, (2) regression clusters, and (3) variance clusters. Here, $\omega_s^{(c)}$ represents the weight of the $c$th cluster.

### 3. CAT based on perceptual expressions

#### 3.1. Definition

Figure 2 shows the proposed CAT-model based on perceptual expressions. The proposed model structure includes an average voice model [15] as the bias cluster and perceptual expression models (PEMs) as other clusters. A PEM represents the voice quality difference regarding a certain perceptual expression (PE). In the proposed method, the probability density function for speaker $s$ is formulated as follows:

$$P(\mathbf{o}_t^{(s)}|m, \omega_m^{(s)}, \mathbf{M}_m^{(s)}, \mathbf{M}_m^{(A)}) = \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{o}_t^{(s)}; \mu_m^{(s)}, \Sigma_m^{(s)})$$

where $\mathcal{N}(\cdot)$ represents the normal distribution, $\mu_m^{(s)}$ and $\Sigma_m^{(s)}$ are the mean vector and the covariance matrix of component $m$, respectively.

$$\mu_m^{(s)} = \mu_{a^{(m)}} + \sum_{i \in s} \omega_i^{(s)} \mu_{e_i^{(m)}}$$

The probability density function models (PEMs) as other clusters. A PEM represents the voice characteristics of various speakers using appropriate parameters.

In training, the CAT framework iteratively updates CAT weights and canonical parameters. In initialization of the model, the framework iteratively builds each cluster’s decision tree using multiple training speakers’ data and their initial CAT weights [12] based on the minimum description length (MDL) [16] and the cross-validation [17]. At that time, it updates only the parameters of a single target cluster [18]. Then, we iteratively optimize the CAT weight set $\{\lambda_1^{(m)}, \lambda_2^{(m)}, \ldots, \lambda_s^{(m)}\}$ and the canonical parameter set $M_m$ based on the maximum likelihood criterion in a complementary way [9].

In synthesis, the CAT framework selects clusters means from respective clusters based on an input context and builds a distribution for each state written above using the CAT weights for the target speaker. An acoustic parameter sequence is generated using the parameter generation algorithm [1, 19] and we then obtain the synthetic speech of the target speaker.

#### 3.2. Scoring of perceptual expression intensity

To train the PEMs, we use the relative PE intensity scores between each training speaker’s voice and the average voice. In this paper, to obtain the relative scores, we use synthetic speech both of each training speaker’s voice and the average voice. Because original speech includes richer voice characteristics than synthetic speech, we thus consider that it is difficult to obtain proper PE intensity scores by comparing original speech of a training speaker and a synthetic speech of the A VM. In addition, by using synthetic speech, we are able to get detailed PE intensity scores for respective types of synthetic parameters such as spectral feature (SPC), fundamental frequency (F0), aperiodic component (AP) [20] and duration (DUR).

In scoring for relative PE intensities, we conduct subjective evaluations on our crowdsourcing system. The subjects listen to a pair of synthetic speech samples of average voice (reference) and target voice, and they then evaluate a relative intensity at 11 levels for each PE expressed by a pair of words. For example, in the case of “Brightness” (Dark-Bright), “+5” means “Bright,” and “-5” means “Dark.” As the target voice, we employ two types of synthetic speech as shown in Figure 3. Type I (Figure 3 (a)) is intended to capture the total expression of the training speaker’s voice. Therefore, the target voice is generated using all the synthetic parameters of the training speaker. On the other hand, Type II (Figure 3 (b)) is aimed at obtaining the detailed PE scores for respective synthetic parameters. The target voice is generated using parameters of the training speaker for one parameter type and those of the A VM for remaining parameter types. This evaluation is conducted for respective synthetic parameter types, i.e., SPC, F0, AP and DUR. Note that the training speakers’ models are constructed by speaker adaptation using the A VM [15] in the present work.

#### 3.3. Training of perceptual expression model

In the proposed method, we employ the A VM trained in advance and only build the PEMs based on the relative PE intensity scores in Sec. 3.2. In initialization of the PEMs, we construct the MRHSMM that is similar to [6]. The regression matrix $H^{(E)}$ is calculated using the A VM, the training speakers’
models and their corresponding PE intensity scores as follows:
\[
\hat{H}^{(E)} = \arg \min_{H^{(E)}} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \left\| \mathbf{p}^{(s)} - H^{(E)} \mathbf{e}^{(s)} \right\|, \tag{5}
\]
where, \( \mathbf{p}^{(s)} \) and \( \mathbf{e}^{(s)} \) denote supervectors of the training speaker \( s \) and the AVM, respectively. Then each column vector is assigned to the initial mean vectors of the corresponding PEM.

Next, we optimize decision trees in each PEM. In the proposed method, in order to capture the common voice quality included in the training speakers, we apply the shared context clustering approach [21] to each PEM. Then, the total PEM parameter set \( \mathbf{M}^{(E)} \) is updated based on the maximum likelihood criterion as follows:
\[
\mathbf{M}^{(E)} = \arg \max_{\mathbf{M}^{(E)}} \prod_{s=1}^{S} \prod_{t \in T} P \left( \mathbf{a}^{(s)} | \mathbf{e}^{(s)}, \mathbf{M}^{(E)}, \mathbf{M}^{(A)} \right). \tag{6}
\]

The auxiliary function for the PEM \( \mathbf{M}^{(E)} \) is defined as follows:
\[
Q \left( \mathbf{M}^{(E)}, \mathbf{M}^{(A)} \right) = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{m,s,t} \gamma_{m,t} \left( \mathbf{a}^{(s)} - \hat{\mu}_{m}^{(s)} \right)^{\top} \Sigma_{s(m)}^{-1} \left( \mathbf{a}^{(s)} - \hat{\mu}_{m}^{(s)} \right) + C, \tag{7}
\]
where, \( \gamma_{m,t} \) denotes the occupancy probability for speaker \( s \) of component \( m \) at frame \( t \) and \( C \) is a constant value. The estimated mean vector in the \( i^{th} \) PEM \( \hat{\mu}_{c_{i}(m)} \) is given by
\[
\hat{\mu}_{c_{i}(m)} = G^{(m)}_{c_{i}(m)}^{-1} \left( k^{(m)}_{c_{i}(m)} - \sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{T} G^{(m)}_{c_{i}(m)} \mu_{c_{j}(m)} \right), \tag{8}
\]
where,
\[
G^{(m)}_{c_{i}(m)} = \sum_{s,t \in T} \gamma_{m,s}^{(s)} \omega_{u_{c_{i}(m)},u_{c_{i}(m)}}^{(s)} \Sigma_{s(m)}^{-1} \omega_{u_{c_{i}(m)},u_{c_{i}(m)}}^{(s)}, \tag{9}
\]
\[
k^{(m)}_{c_{i}(m)} = \sum_{s,t \in T} \gamma_{m,s}^{(s)} \omega_{u_{c_{i}(m)},u_{c_{i}(m)}}^{(s)} \left( \mathbf{a}^{(s)} - \mu_{u_{c_{i}(m)}} \right). \tag{10}
\]

### 3.4. Synthesis with perceptual expression model

Figure 4 shows the synthesis process using an arbitrary target speaker’s model. According to an input context, we select model parameters from the target model and the PEMs, respectively. Based on the PE intensity scores from the user, a mean vector of the target speaker is controlled as follows:
\[
\mu_{m} = \mu_{m}^{(tar)} + \sum_{i=1}^{T} \omega_{m_{i},m} \mu_{c_{i}(m)}, \tag{11}
\]
where, \( \mu_{m}^{(tar)} \) and \( \mu_{m} \) are the original and controlled target mean vector, respectively. Then we perform the parameter generation [1] and finally obtain target synthetic speech with voice quality control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Young</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Halting</th>
<th>Fluent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>Bright</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T tightness</td>
<td>Soft</td>
<td>Tight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligibility</td>
<td>Muffled</td>
<td>Intelligible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>Halting</td>
<td>Fluent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>Hoarse</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Conditions

To determine a proper small set of PEs for representing the voice quality, we conducted a preliminary questionnaire on our crowdsourcing system. In this questionnaire, we used PEs described in [22, 23]. In the result of the questionnaire, we employed 7 PEs and their pairs of words shown in Table 1. PE intensity scores of gender and age were obtained by Type I as illustrated in Figure 3 and remaining PEs were scored by conducting both Type I and II. All PE intensity scores were normalized within -1.0–1.0.

We used the HSMM with 5 states, left-to-right and no skip structure for all models. The AVM was trained in advance using speech data of 7 males and 8 females, which contained 12332 utterances in total. The PEMs were constructed using speech data of 16 males and 24 females including the training speakers for the AVM. For training the PEMs, we randomly selected 100 utterances at most from subsets of each training speaker and then used 12427 utterances. We employed 2 males and 2 females as the target speakers not included in the training speakers. The target speakers respectively uttered 376 sentences and their models were built by MLLR-based speaker adaptation from the AVM.

The sampling frequency was 22.05 [kHz]. The speech waveforms were analyzed by a pitch-synchronous Fourier transform with 1024 points. Mel-scaled line spectral pairs were extracted from pitch-synchronous spectra, and the respective parameters included delta coefficients. Banded aperiodic component was calculated with the pitch-scaled harmonic filter [24] and consisted of 20-dimensional components that are divided by the same interval on the linear scale, and their delta components. A log-F0 vector was composed of a static, delta and delta-delta components.

#### 4.2. Results of subjective evaluations

##### 4.2.1. Speech quality in the combination of PEMs and target speakers

First, speech quality was subjectively evaluated by the 5-level mean opinion score (MOS) test (1: poor and 5: excellent) on our crowdsourcing system. We used the AVM and target speakers’ models as the bias speakers. To make controlled synthetic speech, 10 types of PE intensity scores were automatically generated at random within -1.0–1.0. In addition, we used synthetic speech of the AVM or the target speaker models as the reference. In this test, we employed three types of PEMs such as one using Type I score (“PEM (Type I)”), one using Type II score (“PEM (Type II)”) and the initial PEM using Type II (“Initial PEM (Type II)”). Note that “Initial PEM (Type II)” is regarded as the conventional MRHSMM because it has the same struc-
The results of the subjective evaluations suggest that the proposed method can model the voice with perception of perceptual expressions. To evaluate the controllability of the PEMs, we conducted identification tests for the PEMs. In these evaluations, we gave each listener a pair of reference and target speech, and asked the listener to choose one from three options. For example, in the case of brightness, the listeners should select “change to dark,” “change to bright” or “not changed.” In this evaluation, we used synthetic speech generated from the AVM as the reference, and synthetic speech generated from a “PEM (Type II)” (bias is AVM) with a certain combination of the controlled PE intensity scores as the target. In each case of the PE intensity scores to -0.5 and 0.5. We used five test sentences and had 55 listeners in total on the crowdsourcing system.

Table 2 presents the results of the identification tests. In several tests, the listeners can perceive the change of the voice qualities labeled with the PEs correctly. However, some PE words such as “Soft,” “Tight,” “Intelligible,” “Hoarse” and “Clear” cannot be perceived correctly in “PEM (Type I).” These results suggest that it is difficult to model these PEMs using PE intensity scores of Type I. On the other hand, “Soft,” “Tight,” and “Intelligible” are identified correctly in “PEM (Type II).” Therefore, “PEM (Type II)” achieves modeling superior to “PEM (Type I).” Hence, “Clarity (Hoarse–Clear)” is not identified correctly even in “PEM (Type II).” Thus, improvement of the modeling of this PE is a subject for future work.

4.2.3. Comparison of traditional CAT model

Finally, we compared “PEM (Type II)” with the traditional CAT model in terms of speech quality by the 5-level MOS. We achieved voice quality control for the traditional CAT model by converting the PE intensity scores into CAT weights based on multiple regression analysis. We used the AVM as the target speaker’s model and employed the same PE intensity scores and test sentences as in Section 4.2.1. The number of listeners was 20.

The result in Table 3 shows that the proposed method has the same speech quality as the traditional CAT. Thus, this indicates that the proposed method can model the voice with performance equivalent to that of the traditional CAT. The proposed method still has an advantage over the traditional CAT, i.e., the proposed method is easy to apply to the control of voice characteristics of any existing speaker structure while the traditional CAT is difficult to apply due to its model structure.

The results of the subjective evaluations suggest that the proposed method with “PEM (Type II)” can achieve good speech quality, robustness to various combinations of PE intensity scores, and good controllability of the PEs.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a novel voice quality control method for speech synthesis based on cluster adaptive training. The proposed method builds perceptual expression models (PEMs) using perceptual expression (PE) scores that represent differences between the average voice and training speakers in terms of the voice quality. Thus, each PEM models differences of acoustic features related to a PE. Subjective experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can control voice qualities while keeping speech quality.
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